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● Thought leader in the Agile community
● Co-creates collaborative, human-centered, and adaptive organizations
● Has been teaching, coaching, and leading organizational 

transformations for 17-years
● 25 years of domestic and international roles in management consulting, 

information technology, financial services, and manufacturing
● Loves to garden, growing fruits, herbs and veggies, and cooking with 

them for people he loves
● Lives near Salt Lake City, UT

Bryan Stallings
Chief evangelist
Lucid



● Natural-born Agile thinker 
● Joined her first agile team in 1999 as a XP developer
● Became a PM after the dot-com bust and finally swam out of the 

waterfall in 2005
● Currently working as an agile coach and constantly looking for new 

ways to build better software and make the world a better place
● Passionate gamer who believes that teams who play together can 

accomplish anything
● Theater director, actor, and girl scout mom
● Lives in the Bay Area, CA with 2 cats, 2 dogs, 2 turtles, a grumpy 

tortoise and many fish

Emilia Breton
Enterprise agile coach
Global financial services



● Agile coach who brings professional coaching and his playfulness into 
facilitation

● Creates spaces where analytical thinking meets emotional intelligence 
and relationship systems intelligence

● Has experience stretching across retail, manufacturing, engineering, 
hospitality, and software development

● Feels that his work has always been about the people
● Passionate and active on his bicycle and retro VW Van
● Lives near Seattle, WA

Simon Macpherson
Enterprise agile coach
Global financial services



Purpose and outcomes



Purpose
1. How to increase your awareness of your 

meeting participants’ needs

2. How to build human connection and bring on 
the fun with exercises and games

3. Why a debrief is vital to getting desired results

Outcomes

Understand how to 
“read the room” and 
lead better meetings



How will you participate?



Tools we will 
be using

Tip: Don’t overwhelm your participants with too many tools.

Bring your experience and feelings 
to the topic in:



Where are we going?



Set your team up for success

● Connect with yourself FIRST
● Create connection with others
● Build the space for focus, 

collaboration and creativity 

We can be better at doing the work

● People meet to understand, 
collaborate, and make decisions

● Not everything will go as planned
● Issues are less challenging to 

address when we are connected

Once connected, we also need to 
disconnect gracefully

● Honor what just happened: a 
shared experience through 
discussions, new 
understandings, and decisions

● Be clear on what is next
● Close with one another (and we 

mean more than just “thanks!”)

Agenda
Facilitation workout

Starting
well

Where 
the work 
happens

Closing 
together



Starting well



Do you prefer a sitting or standing “desk”?

Let’s discover a 
bit about us

Tell us in the chat...



Let’s discover a 
bit about us

If you could build one professional skill, 
what would it be?

Tell us in the chat...



Let’s discover a 
bit about us

If you could build one personal skill, 
what would it be?

Tell us in the chat...



Let’s discover a 
bit about us

Tip: Start with simple questions to build rapport and connection, 
and then build to deeper questions.

What is your dream job?
Tell us in the chat...



menti.com 
use code: 7105 7527

What’s the 
weather?



Birthday twins
In a group of 30 people, 
you have a 99% chance 
of having at least one 
set of birthday twins.



Middle:
Where the work happens



Set your team up for success

● Connect with yourself FIRST
● Create connection with others
● Build the space for focus, 

collaboration and creativity 

We can be better at doing the work

● People meet to understand, 
collaborate, and make decisions

● Not everything will go as planned
● Issues are less challenging to 

address when we are connected

Once connected, we also need to 
disconnect gracefully

● Honor what just happened: a 
shared experience through 
discussions, new 
understandings, and decisions

● Be clear on what is next
● Close with one another (and we 

mean more than just “thanks!”)
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Meeting types and “shapes”

2
primary

shapes

Decision making
Problem solving
Team building
Innovation

Status update
Information sharing



Start

Meeting types and “shapes”

Each circle represents one idea. Each line of circles and arrows represents one person’s line of 
thought as it develops during the meeting.

Start



Meeting types and “shapes”

Generating alternatives
Free-flowing open discussion
Gathering diverse points of view
Suspending judgement

Evaluating alternatives
Summarizing key points
Sorting ideas into categories
Exercising judgement

thenfirst



Closing together



Set your team up for success

● Connect with yourself FIRST
● Create connection with others
● Build the space for focus, 

collaboration and creativity 

We can be better at doing the work

● People meet to understand, 
collaborate, and make decisions

● Not everything will go as planned
● Issues are less challenging to 

address when we are connected

Once connected, we also need to 
disconnect gracefully

● Honor what just happened: a 
shared experience through 
discussions, new 
understandings, and decisions

● Be clear on what is next
● Close with one another (and we 

mean more than just “thanks!”)
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Let’s connect to 
your context

How do the meetings you attend today 
typically close?

Tell us in the chat...



● What action? Who? By when?
● Document what happened and send 

follow up communication
● Clear the Parking Lot

Close out the 
work

Tip: Bare minimum requirement. Time on agenda needs to be reserved and protected.



Close the 
connections

One word describing
“What are you grateful for today?”

Tell us in the chat... 



2. Add a comment

Prompt: “What are you taking away?”

3. Read one another's comments
4. Choose another attendee(s) with whom to 

connect via LinkedIn (optional).

LinkedIn 
connection 1. Go to our LinkedIn post https://bit.ly/3tVQS2k

Steps:



Resources



Agile Retrospectives: Making Good Teams Great by Esther Derby & Diana Larsen 
Coaching Agile Teams: A Companion for ScrumMasters, Agile Coaches and Project Managers in Transition by Lyssa Adkins
Collaboration Explained: Facilitation Skills for Software Project Leaders by Jean Tabaka 
Facilitating with Ease: Core Skills for Facilitators, Team Leaders and Members, Managers, Consultants, and Trainers 
by Ingrid Bens
Gamestorming: A Playbook for Innovators, Rulebreakers, and Changemakers by Dave Gray
Standing in the Fire: Leading High-Heat Meetings with Clarity, Calm, and Courage by Larry Dressler
Suddenly Virtual: Making Remote Teams Work by Karin M. Reed & Joseph A. Allen
The Art and Science of Facilitation: How to Lead Effective Collaboration with Agile Teams by Marsha Acker
The Coach’s Guide to Facilitation by Karen Greaves and Sam Laing
The Facilitators Guide to Participatory Decision-Making by Sam Kaner
The Fearless Organization: Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for Learning, Innovation and Growth 
by Amy Edmondson
The Surprising Power of Liberating Structures by Henri Lipmanowicz & Keith McCandless
The Surprising Science of Meetings by Steven G. Rogelberg

Some of our favorite books on facilitation



Agile Toy Box: https://www.agiletoybox.com/

Games Simon Plays: https://gamessimonplays.com/

Liberating Structures: https://www.liberatingstructures.com/ 

Tasty Cupcakes: https://www.tastycupcakes.org/

The Thiagi Group: http://www.thiagi.com/

Some of our favorite websites for facilitators

https://www.agiletoybox.com/
https://gamessimonplays.com/
https://www.liberatingstructures.com/
https://www.tastycupcakes.org/
http://www.thiagi.com/


Thank you!




